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PASTOR’S PEN
An Open Letter to the Governor of the State of Tennessee
To the Honorable Bill Lee, Governor, State of Tennessee
I bring you greetings in the matchless name of Jesus Christ, the Savior, the Liberator and Lord.
Let me initially express my appreciation to you for some of the efforts you made since becoming governor of the state of
Tennessee. I was glad to see you at the Martin Luther King Celebration held on the campus of Tennessee State University
in January 2019. It was around that time that you were engaged in the activities for your inauguration and you thought it
important enough to come to the event. I know it had to be a bit of a challenge for you to be on the stage while there were
speakers who came to the podium raising concerns about issues which are dear to the hearts of many of us who were in
the audience, issues we often hope that our political leaders would hear and possibly understand. I intended to write you
then, through the encouragement of a clergy colleague of mine who feels strongly about your faith and leadership. I
wanted to tell you to not view what was being shared as an attack on you, even as you had only two days under your belt
as governor. Instead, those who spoke were expressing a cry of frustration at being overlooked and having the concerns
of many African Americans in this state not given serious consideration due to the fact we are a minority within a
minority (African Americans who have generally aligned with the Democratic Party, but this is true for either political
party) in a very red state. I know that this year you chose not to come, though I hope that is an aberration and not
establishing a pattern. Though future events such as that may have speakers who have views which may differ from
yours, it is still helpful to know that our top state official is still willing to be among us and to listen. This is what can help
establish a genuine relationship between us.
And I was glad to see that the Capitol Commission voted to recommend the removal of the bust of Nathan Bedford
Forrest which sets just beyond your office. I am sure your mind has to be conflicted each day you go to the office and see
that reprehensible bust, knowing that Forrest was a ruthless murderer who led a massacre at Fort Pillow, and one, through
his being an early leader of the Ku Klux Klan (a domestic terrorist group) terrorized people in other places simply because
of the color of their skin. As a man of faith, I am sure that the teachings you have received spoke of the dignity with
which all people should be treated (as your pro-life stance would suggest) and that no one in the state of Tennessee, or any
place else in the world should have to live in fear for their lives, and for their worth to be valued because they are all
created by the same God. As the Bible states, God is no respecter or of persons – Acts 10:34 - 35 (meaning all are the
same in God’s eyes). The recommendation to remove the bust and your support of that is to be applauded. It indicates,
after years of efforts to address this, the influence you have as governor.
Your presence at the Martin Luther King Service and your voice in removing the bust are welcomed symbolic gestures.
But I have some concerns as well. One in particular is the legislation you signed making it a felony for certain kinds of
protests on government property. It is unconscionable that a legislative body in the United States of America, and a
governor with a moral consciousness and conviction, would establish such a law that tells people who have concerns
about what they feel are injustices and deaf ears from political systems, that not only are we not going to hear you, we are
going to severely punish you because you want to raise concerns about those things. This is particularly alarming if I read
correctly that no person of consequence within your administration has even tried to have a constructive conversation with
those who are protesting in an attempt to see if there is a way to address the concerns. Instead of seeking to listen, your
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administration has chosen to work to silence their voices with harsh punishments, thus creating another level of frustration
to people who live and work in Tennessee.
It is difficult for persons with power and privilege to see and empathize with the pain and suffering of those who don’t
have it. The eyes through which the powerful and the privileged see limits their understanding to what makes sense to
them and to not understand that there are those who struggle every day with fear and rejection because they have not.
They are treated as “subjects” instead of fellow human beings. The point that seems to be consistently missed nationwide,
is that many people are tired of being overlooked, disregarded and disrespected.
I know that being a minority within a minority may not curry much favor with the majority. And I know that too often in
politics one chooses to play to their base, even to the detriment of others who are in theory equal citizens. Playing to the
base may help with re-elections but it does not always serve the needs and give the respect for all people regardless of
their political yoke. I want to believe that, once elected, they represent all of the people regardless of political
connections. I should hope that a leader would operate in the spirit of another phrase I am sure you have heard in Bible
Study, that is as a servant leader, serving not just the base, but serving all. When I read about the potential for a felony
charge for certain kinds of protests it felt like what other southern governors were doing during the 50’s and 60’s, with
Lester Maddox and his pickaxe handle and George Wallace with his stance on segregation on the steps of the University
of Alabama. They were a part of a culture that thrived on ways to marginalize the voices and the rights of Blacks. They
felt this would keep Blacks in check. And now there seems to be a wonder why there is such a distrust for those in
government and those who establish the laws for governance of the nation, states and municipalities. These are part of the
reason that people choose not to follow the protocols of systems because the systems are established to mute,
disenfranchise and marginalize people. It is amazing that either people don’t see the connection or even worse, don’t
care. The voices of protests, on the terms of the protestors, were able to make headway in bringing down the barriers that
had been erected.
The reason the constitution gives space for protests is because of people within this democratic union found the need to
challenge the system. And the system they are challenging should not feel that they can shape the space of protests. That
is actually antithetical to what protests is actually about. The power structure of the state of Tennessee, now with your
signature, has decided that if there are those who are going to protest they have to do it on the terms of the ones they are
protesting or they will have to be considered a felon, losing rights that every citizen should have. It is like saying that
protestors are seen as animals that need only to stay in the fence that has been erected for them. And if you leave the
fence, we will punish you.
I am the pastor of First Baptist Church, Capitol Hill, ironically literally right across the street from your office in the state
Capitol. My father, Kelly Miller Smith Sr., served here as pastor for 33 years, from 1951 – 1984 and was a key figure in
helping to establish the protests against injustices in the city of Nashville. Our building was the gathering place for most
of the protests against lunch counters, department stores and other downtown establishments that forced the mayor of
Nashville and various businesses to desegregate. The city didn’t like it and laws were established to control protests and
activities they didn’t like. The police even came into our building to arrest Rev. James Lawson because he was teaching
students how to effectively protest. Though I am a tad bit older than you, my suspicion is that we both grew up in a time
and space that struggled with how to address issues of justice and equality. My growing up was immersed in time trying
to right the wrongs that refused to treat all people with dignity. I remember segregated lunch counters. I remember
“whites only” signs and “colored” entrances in the back of establishments. I believe the effectiveness of these protests
were critical to helping Nashville to get to the place it is today.
In my reading of the Bible so much of the words captured there are of people who were speaking truth to power. They
were challenging systems that suppressed and oppressed (Exodus 9:13, Amos 5:24). Even the ministry of Jesus was
focused on that as well (Luke 4:18 – 21). In my 36 years of pastoring I have learned that being fair and meeting the needs
of people is never easy. But the root to meeting the needs is not to be punitive and to do a power play, but to sit with them
and listen to their heart and passion. I have not always sided with those who raised their voices of concern, but I don’t
believe they could ever honestly say that I was not willing to sit with them and hear them. The Bible tells us that there are
things that may be lawful, but they are not helpful (1 Corinthians 10:23 NKJV). The moral question that this nation has
had to wrestle with since its inception was how do we rise above simply being legal because of laws on the books, but
how do we do what is right because it is right to do right. This should not be just in token and symbolic ways, but in ways
that matter to those who want to be valued and heard. Please reconsider the actions you have made regarding the felony
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penalties and other punitive actions against those who want to be heard. And as you continue in your role as governor my
prayers go with you that you will serve the needs of all people and not be reticent to hearing the voices of others whose
experiences and access may be different than yours.
Kelly M. Smith Jr.
Pastor

FBCCH VBS 2020: Tools for Schools Success
Thank you to everyone participated in our VBS 2020: Tools for School Success. Though we couldn’t meet in
person, First Baptist Church, Capitol Hill still wanted to send students back to school equipped for a successful
year. This year we provided backpacks full of school supplies, Bible lessons, and activities encouraging
students to put on the Armor of God (Ephesians 6:10-18) which will help them face whatever the new school
year brings.
Special thanks to the Cruson and Johnson families for participating in the family fun activities by making
Armor of God platters and costumes. These families were awarded $75 Kroger gift cards.
Please pray with us that we’ll be able to host Vacation Bible School in person next year. We hope that you’ll
Get On Board: Cruisin’ with God’s Family!
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DISCIPLESHIP MOMENT
Fear as Friend
So do not fear, for I am with you; do not be dismayed, for I am your God.
I will strengthen you and help you; I will uphold you with my righteous right hand. ~Isaiah 41:10
Submitted by Rev. Joe Ella Darby, Assistant to the Pastor for Discipleship
Fear comes in all shapes, sizes, and packages. No one
is exempt from feeling afraid. Fear is a natural and
basic human emotion. At infancy, we have a natural
instinct to respond in fear when we since danger; it is
part of our survival instinct. Fear is a normal emotion
and more often than not, we can’t control when we
become afraid or frightened. However, when we are
afraid, we can choose what to do with our fear.
Whether intermittent feelings of fear, or experiencing
chronic feelings of being overwhelmed by fear, as
disciples of Jesus Christ we should not feel ashamed or
embarrassed by our experiencing fear or being afraid.

Though I like the latter meaning of face everything and
rise, it made me consider what it means to “face”
everything. If by facing everything means to
acknowledge it and with grit, decide to rise above it,
then I am not too sure how that works long-term. But if
“face our fears” means taking the time to ask questions
of our fears, then I think we are on to something more.
Often, when we experience fear, we may also
experience shame and embarrassment. Psychologist
Dr. Brene Brown has done a lot of research around
shame and vulnerability and it is worth reading or
listening to one of her books. But I digress…

When researching scriptures regarding fear, I found
multiple articles that counted the number of Biblical
verses that referenced fear. Did you know that there
are 366 references in the Bible admonishing us to not
or do not be afraid? Starting with Abram in Genesis
and continuing through the book of Revelation, the
Bible has been encouraging believers not to be afraid
yet trust in God. So literally, there is one verse for
every day of the year to remind us that we will
experience fear but inviting us to trust God in the midst
of fear. There are countless writings and quotes
regarding facing our fears, conquering our fears, and
overcoming our fears. This feeds our desire to be brave
and courageous, not fearful and scared. Many of us
have seen the familiar acronym for F.E.A.R. found on
t-shirts, mugs, posts, bumper stickers, etc., meaning
‘False Evidence Appearing Real’. This has led many to
believe that when they face a challenging situation that
causes them fear, that fear is more of a figment of
one’s imagination; there is no real threat or danger.

I, however, do propose that when we take the time to
not only acknowledge our fears, but to welcome our
fears into conversation, then I think this can be
extremely transformative. Of course, sometimes when
we are in immediate danger, no one has the time to
converse with their fear…we just get out of danger to
safety. If not facing an imminent threat, I wonder if
fear is actually a gift, depending on how we engage it.
What if, when we experience fear, we pause and ask
fear what it has come to teach us? What if we ask
ourselves, why do we feel unsafe or threatened? What
do I need in this moment?

I remember when I thought there was some validity to
this trying to shake off my fears assuming that they
were not real. That worked some of the time, but most
of the time my fears were still there sabotaging my
efforts to move forward in healthy and life-giving
ways. I have also seen the F.E.A.R acronym as a
choice to either ‘Forget Everything and Run’ or ‘Face
Everything and Rise’.

Isaiah 41:10 is not simply a reminder not to be afraid.
This verse reminds me that when I am afraid, to ask
why. Why am I afraid? Do I feel alone, stressed, weak
or vulnerable in some way? If so, I give myself
permission to feel all of that and consider what’s at
stake if I do not learn from this moment of fear.
Instead of running or hiding, I remind myself that I am
not alone in this, that God is with me and is my God. I
remind myself that when I am weak, God will
strengthen me. God will help me get through this
situation. As we journey as disciples, we will
experience fear. Allowing our fear to teach us deepens
our self-awareness and invites us to turn to God, not to
our own grit and determination. God strengthens us
and helps us as we trust. When you are afraid,
consider meditating on this verse or others, rooting
yourself in the trust that God is with you as you
navigate your fears.
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MISSION AT YOUR DOORSTEP
“The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters of
mine, you did for me.” Matt 25:40

FIGHTING TWO PANDEMICS: COVID-19 and AMERICAN RACISM
Submitted by Dr. Arrold N. Martin, President, ABCOTS, Assistant to the Pastor

As I write this, the Democratic National Convention has ended, and the Republic National Convention is in its
third day. While history was being made at the Democratic National Convention, another unarmed black man,
Jacob Blake, was gunned down by a white, Kenosha WI police officer.
More than one hundred seventy thousand people have lost their lives to Covid-19 and the President of the
United States of America’s response is “It is what it is.” Some may say that it is only coincidental that thirtythree percent of those dying are comprised of African Americans and people of color. It is also a fact that black
men are two to three times more likely to be killed at the hands of the police than white men. After killing nine
people at Mother Emanuel AME Church in Charleston, SC, Dylann Storm Roof, was calmly apprehended by
Shelby, NC police, and then taken to Burger King. Until a video appeared, Gregory and Travis McMichael were
almost not arrested after they murdered Ahmaud Arbery. They were then taken into custody without incident.
Deeply rooted in the fabric of American society is the sickness of white superiority, white privilege, and racial
superiority. Since the days of slavery in America, it has been ingrained into white culture that no matter how
poor one was, they were at least superior to any black or non-white person. How does a seventeen-year-old kid,
after shooting three people-killing two, walk by police with his AR-15 with impunity? Commissioner of the
NFL, Roger Goodell, finally admits that he and the NFL owners were wrong. "We, the National Football
League, admit we were wrong for not listening to NFL players earlier and encourage all to speak out and
peacefully protest" says Goodell. Then this, “We, the National Football League, believe Black Lives Matter."
Even after this admission, don’t hold your breath waiting for Colin Kaepernick to get an offer from an NFL
team. We also recall that LeBron James was told to “just dribble the damn ball and keep your mouth shut”. Last
week, the players in the NBA decided enough was enough and suspended the NBA finals for two days in
protest for the loss of black lives. Nashville’s own Tennessee Titans suspended practice on Thursday August 27,
2020 in protest of these senseless loss of lives. But it will take more than high paid athletes taking a break from
feeding Americas’ lust for sports to make a change.
That change can only come through the transforming power of the Holy Spirit. That change will only come
when we see one another as people made in the image of our Creator. That change will only come when the lust
for power, dominion, and superiority is replaced with love, compassion, and justice. I pray for the day when
black skin and brown skin are no longer seen as a threat, but for the beauty of God’s diverse creation.
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SEPTEMBER NEWS AND HIGHLIGHTS

RENOVATIONS

Update

Greetings!
The Trustees and Deacons want to provide
our members and friends with a brief, highlevel update on the status of the renovations
taking place on our church building.
Use the links below to access important
information for the upcoming 2020
Election cycle

A The summer has been spent clearing
all the debris and preparing the area for
construction

2020 Election Calendar
Register to Vote
Absentee Voting
Early Voting - In Person

A Elevator is on site and awaiting
install Additional work was required on
elevator shaft to waterproof and stabilize
shifting bricks. A structural engineer will be
onsite to ensure elevator shaft walls can hold
the elevator in current state or if additional
reinforcement is needed
A Windows and flooring have been
ordered
A
Construction on a new copy/print
room has begun

MNPS has 3,700 students who have not logged in
to their classes since starting virtual learning on
August 4. Robert Churchwell Museum Magnet
Elementary is one of 5 Outdoor Help Center sites
designed to support families with on-the-spot
technology. It's all hands-on deck and we could use
your help!
lease sign up to volunteer using this link:
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10C0D4FAEA9
23A1FEC52-mnps
We are asking for 4 volunteers at each site

Special thanks to Bill McDaniel and his crew
for helping with the removal of debris
Respectfully Submitted by
Valerie Smith Molette, Chair of Trustees
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Update

The web address for viewing our Sunday service
online has changed. Please join us Sundays at 10:00
a.m. at this location: fbcchchurch.online.church.
You can still find us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/FirstBaptistChurchCapitolHill

or via the church’s website:
https://www.firstbaptistcapitolhill.org/watch-live/

Church family,
Thank you so much for the congratulations, cards, money and
love; I appreciate all of you! Also, much thanks for the
scholarships, they will help lighten the load. I look forward to inperson worship with you again, hopefully after I come home from
my first semester. WAR EAGLE (Auburn University)!!
Allison Johnson
Deacons of the Week for September 2020
Week of

Deacon

Phone#

6th

Martin Currie

615.832.9662

13th

Brian Wood

615.259.0623

th

Beverly Brown

615.391.3737

th

Ernest Dismuke

615.876.3522

20
27

Bro. James and Sis. Conra Collier are
grandparents ‘again’! Vanessa and Myles are
the proud parents of Martin James Robinson,
who was born on August 17, 2020. Martin
and older sister Zoe, and their parents, are all
doing well!
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UNDERSTANDING A ‘GLORY SIGHTING’
While on the phone recently, and without thinking, I
used the term ‘glory sighting’. When my college
buddy asked me what I meant, I really had to think
about it.

But I did ‘draft’ texts that I could send quickly to
Pastor Kelly and Rev. Joe Ella, if I got myself in
trouble-- something I would not have thought to do if
they had not reached out to me first.

I first heard this term at First Baptist Church, Capitol
Hill a few months ago on the Sunday that I had been
selected to read the responsive scripture. Pastor Kelly
had asked the congregation for ‘glory sightings’ and I
wondered what that meant but didn't ask. After
listening to a few parishioners describe their
encounters with the divine, I thought I had a good
handle on it. I ultimately decided not to share my
‘glory sighting’- the moving experience I had as an
innkeeper with FBCCH’s Room In The Inn’s outreach
Ministry (more on this soon). It was good that I did not
share this experience, because I now have a better
definition!

In the weeks since my surprise emergency visit, I've
been overwhelmed with the level of support that First
Baptist has shown for me and my mom, Jane Fort.
From phone calls, emails, and text messages, to food
drops, soup, and home-baked cheesy grits. I cannot
thank the church enough for extending its arms to
welcome me into the fold.

My new definition of a glory sighting is FBCCH itself.
A brief explanation: I recently drove myself to
Meharry for a routine wisdom tooth extraction and I
had already planned to stop and pick up some food as I
drove myself home. However, I ended up in the
Emergency Room at Nashville General Hospital being
poked and prodded for 12 hours! I was surprised and
comforted by how quickly First Baptist rallied to help
me.

A special Shout Out to Rev. Joe Ella for the fruit, Ms.
Clara Elam for the cheesy grits, Rev. Martin for the
oatmeal, and to everyone else who I may have
forgotten in my painkiller induced haze. I’m very glad
this happened when I was in Nashville as opposed to
NYC where I live. I just happened to be in Nashville
developing a stage play at Fisk University when
Covid-19 hit. I decided it would be best to just stay put
for a while, or maybe longer! When I am in Nashville,
I attend services at FBCCH. So, to answer the question
for a few who have asked ‘why I only come to FBCCH
a few months out of the year’, the answer is only
because I do not live in Nashville. Lol!
Thank you, First Baptist, for teaching me what a
“glory sighting” is, both in words and deeds.

In short, I was definitely in bad shape. In my haste to
get immediate help, I forgot my wallet and, given the
recent extraction, I couldn’t talk either. The ER nurses
had no way to identify who I was. So, it was very
comforting to see text messages pop up on my phone
from Pastor Smith and Reverend Joe Ella asking me if
I needed help. This made me feel less alone, but I also
knew that someone could come to the hospital and
identify me or drive me home, if it came down to that.
Ultimately, I chose to walk home because I felt the
need to discuss a few things with God-- I’m sure you
understand.

Sekou Fort Morrison (Son of Sister Jane Fort)

Prayer Request/Sick & Shut-in List
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In order to keep our prayer list current, please let the church office know if you (or someone you know) have
changed address or if someone should be added to or removed from the prayer list.
Sis. Jan Jones Carter
Sis. Rosa Mimms
Major Alicia R. Bodie
Sis. Elizabeth Backus
Wesley Common
1110 Marshall Road #6220
Greenwood, SC 29646

Ms. Ella Matambo
Macon, GA
(Friend of the Currie Family)

Sis. Maggie Roper
Green Hills Health &
Rehab
3939 Hillsboro Circle
Bro. Derrick McDaniel
Nashville, TN 37215
Good Samaritan Health & Rehab
500 Hickory Hollow Terrace Sis. Bertha Taylor and
Antioch, TN 37013
Bro. Willie Taylor
105 Valley Green Dr.
Sis. Rose McDonald
Antioch, TN 37013
111 N. Carolina Ave. #204
Lexington, NC 27292

Sis. Dorothy Vassall
4646 Skylark St NE
Lacey WA 98516
Bro. Walter Vincent
4824 Fairmeade Court
Nashville, TN 37218
Sis. Leslie Williams
2929 Old Franklin Rd
Nashville, TN 37013

B I R T H D A Y S
1
2
4
6
7
8
9
10
12
15
16
17
18
19
22
25
28
29

SEPTEMBER

Cheryl Johnson
Elijah Daughtdrill
Jill Jones
Allen L. Johnson
Ronald McFarland Jr.
Miles S. Slay
Clarence Christian Jr.
Henry Foster
Chris Lee McCall
Katelyn Johnson
Myka Suggs
Dion Treece
Gloria Whitley
Jonathan Richardson
Joe Ella Darby
Christopher Johnson
Donna Rice
Naomi Ruth Griffin
Treva Wade
Kynadi N. Greene
Beverly M. Brown
Kimberly Covington
Florence Kidd
Carmelita Perry
Miranda Christy
Ivanetta Davis-Samuels

OCTOBER
1 Rose Busby
Zelma Ewing
Mercedes Faulcon
Mia Washington
2 Sondra Anderson Dade
3 Imani Chatman
4 Carmen Howse
Aisha Westbrook
5 Celeste Williams
7 Mackenzie Wood
12 Rosa Gayles
13 Florence Crawford
15 Nicole Alexander
Joshua Ivory
Chandra E. Pleas
17 Sheila Anderson
Sean-Michael Coleman
Vernell Neely
18 Gabriel Faulcon
Brian Wood
19 Charles B. Fancher
22 Darryl Doughty
Ariana Washington
23 Jeremiah Kirk
24 Armani Beasley
Armari Beasley
25 Ty’Ki Beasley
Ty’Kia Beasley
27 Una Fenderson
28 Ebony McCall
Theresa Washington
29 Henry Caudle
Felecia Johnson
Vincent C. Johnson
30 Martin Currie
31 Kyra Hayes

NOVEMBER
1 Jamal Buchannan
2 Kevin Copeland
3 Kamryn Cruson
Karmyn Cruson
Asalean Springfield
5 Terry Deas
7 Luke Molette
8 Jesse Carter
9 Evelyn Okediji
10 Robert Boone
Jeffrey Saintil
11 Alice Risby
15 Lois Shuttles
16 Clara Elam
Learotha Williams
17 Dawann Westbrook
18 Jasmine Easley
Ruth Higginbotham
19 William McDaniel
Christina Slay
20 Aaron Powell, Jr.
Spencer Washington, II
Rita Williams-Seay
21 Titus J. Woodson
22 Carol Boone
Adrienne Fancher
Howard Smith, Jr.
23 Skyler Washington
25 Jan M. Carter
Melody Neely
Allison Woodson
27 Dorothy Fort
30 Fanchetter D. Ennix
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Christian Education

September 2020 Readings and Sunday School Lessons
Issues of Love

DAY
Monday, August 31st
Tuesday, September 1st
Wednesday, September 2nd
Thursday, September 3rd
Friday, September 4th
Saturday, September 5th
Sunday, September 6th
Adult: When Love Is Lost
Monday, September 7th
Tuesday, September 8th
Wednesday, September 9th
Thursday, September 10th
Friday, September 11th
Saturday, September 12th
Sunday, September 13th
Adult: Love Versus Bitterness
Monday, September 14th
Tuesday, September 15th
Wednesday, September 16th
Thursday, September 17th
Friday, September 18th
Saturday, September 19th
Sunday, September 20th
Adult: Haunted by Shame?
Monday, September 21st
Tuesday, September 22nd
Wednesday, September 23rd
Thursday, September 24th
Friday, September 25th
Saturday, September 26th
Sunday, September 27th
Adult: Love Prevails over All
Monday, September 28th
Tuesday, September 29th
Wednesday, September 30th

TOPIC
Issues of Love
“Rachel, Mother of Joseph and Benjamin”
“Joseph Checks on His Brothers at Dothan”
“Jacob Is Convinced that Joseph Is Dead”
“From Slave to Ruler of Egypt”
“Jacob Lives with Joseph in Egypt”
“Caution: Disputes May Lead to Violence”
“Jealousy Divides Families”
Youth: Love Loses Its Way
God Rewards Obedience
“Paul and Barnabas, Appointed for Ministry”
“Joseph, Chief Interpreter of Dreams”
“Dreams of Cows and Corn are Explained”
“Preparing for the Expected Famine”
“Storing Grain for the Future”
“Egypt Feeds the Middle East”
“Leadership during Crisis”
Youth: Choosing Faithfulness Amidst
Struggles
Love Versus Guilt
“Have Mercy on Me a Sinner”
“Pilate’s Judgement of Jesus: ‘Not Guilty’”
“Brothers Are Sent to Egypt to Buy Grain”
“Joseph Returns Money with Grain”
“Joseph Questions the Motives of His Brothers”
“Jacob Vows Not to Send Benjamin”
“Joseph Confronts His Brothers for Past
Behaviors”
Youth: When Loving is Complicated
God’s Plan Revealed
“During Trouble, Maintain Hope in God”
“Benjamin Is Sent to Joseph with Gifts”
“A Stolen Cup is Found in Benjamin’s Grain”
“Brothers Offer to Become Slaves to Joseph”
“Judah Pleads with Joseph for Benjamin”
“Jacob Will Die without Seeing Benjamin”
“Joseph and His Brothers Reconcile Their
Differences”
Youth: When It Seems Like God’s Plan Takes
a Detour
Love and Devotion To Others
“Timothy My Brother and Co-Worker”
“David Slays a Philistine with a Stone”
“David and Jonathan Bond Together”

SCRIPTURE
Genesis 30:22-24; 35:16-20
Genesis 37:12-17
Genesis 37:29-36
Psalm 106:1-6; 16-22
Acts 7:9-15a
James 4:1-7
Genesis 37:2-11, 23-24a, 28
Children: Jealousy Hurts
Acts 13:1-5
Genesis 41:9-13
Genesis 41:14-24
Genesis 41:34-36
Genesis 41:41-49
Genesis 41:53-57
Genesis 41: 25-33, 37-40, 50-52
Children: Stepping Up With
Help From Above
Psalm 51:1-12
Luke 23:9-15
Genesis 42:1-5
Genesis 42:1-5
Genesis 42:29-34
Genesis 42:35-38
Genesis 42:6-25

Children: Love Should Not
Hurt
Psalm 43
Genesis 43:1-15
Genesis 44:1-13
Genesis 44:14-17
Genesis 44:18-26
Genesis 44:27-34
Genesis 45:1-8, 10-15
Children: Keeping Hope Alive
1 Thessalonians 3:1-6
1 Samuel 17:41-51
1 Samuel 18:1-5
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Sermon Digests
“Inquiry into the Night”
Pastor Kelly M. Smith, Jr.
Isaiah 21:11-12
Submitted by: Deborah Luter
June 22 is the day that has the longest period of
sunlight. We enjoy the sunlight because it gives us
more time to do things we enjoy doing. But for many,
these days feel like night. There is this dark pall that
has been hovering over the world with the virus and
with the unrest in this nation.
July
5

This is what the people of Israel were dealing with.
Though the question was asking what was left of the
night, the question should be looked at not just
literally, but metaphorically. It was night around them
because of the challenges they constantly had from
their enemies. Even when it was day, it was still night.
Night is the time of uncertainty, of fear, a time when
evil and vile things happen. Night is when we are
depressed and disillusioned. Night is when loved ones
die.
Point 1-The inquiry is seeking to find certainty in
uncertain times.
The Edomites of whom this passage is referring were
the victims of assault from the enemies around them.
They found themselves constantly being under attack,
never knowing when the next one might happen. But
the query comes because of the desire to find some
certainty in the midst of uncertainty.
Point 2-The inquiry is seeking to grasp hope.
There is ambiguity in the watchman’s response. He
says the morning comes. But so does the night. That is
part of the key purpose of our faith. It is to know that
regardless of how dark the night may be we can still
find hope. The desire is to be able to get enough done
in the morning so that you can handle the night.
Point 3-The inquiry is seeking to put faith in the
right place.
The inquiry is to the watchman. The watchman’s sole
duty is to watch to see if there is an advancing of those
who would be their enemies. We listen to too many
who are not legitimate watchers. Wasn’t it at night that
Jesus established the Lord’s Supper with his disciples?
Wasn’t it at night when He went out to the Garden of
Gethsemane singing a hymn? Wasn’t it at night when
they tried him? Though it was the middle of the day it
was still night when He died on the cross, for the Bible
says the sun refused to shine. But even though it was
night it was very early in the morning that they
discovered He had risen from the grave.

“Thank You Lord”
July
Pastor Kelly M. Smith Jr.
12
Psalm 107:1
Submitted by: Adrienne Fancher
One of the first things we learn to say is “Thank You”.
As people of faith, we ought to have an attitude of
gratitude. The coronavirus has disrupted life so much
that we sometimes wonder what we have to be
thankful for. Then we hear the psalmist remind us to
give thanks to the Lord because He is Good and His
Love endures forever!
What can we give thanks for?
Point 1- We should thank the Lord for the Lord’s
goodness.
God is good all the time. We overcome hurdles and go
through valleys. When bad things happen, do we also
say “God is Good”? God is good not only in favorable
times but also when tragedy strikes. Job asked, “Shall
we accept good from God, and not trouble?” [Job 2:10]
Good times and bad times do not change the goodness
of God. No matter what we get, we get the closeness of
God. No matter what happens, God is still good – even
when He is preparing us for what comes next. Thank
God in good and difficult times.
Point 2-We should thank the Lord for the Lord’s
loving-kindness.
Loving-kindness is an enduring, everlasting, covenant
Love that is an interdependent relationship with God.
Often, we are the one to break the covenant: God
always keeps His promise to love us. How can God
love us so in spite of our failings?! Humans put
conditions on our love. God loves us without barriers.
Nothing can separate us from God’s love.
Point 3-We should thank the Lord for the Lord’s
forgiveness.
His Love lasts forever. God was here before the
Creation and will be here after Time ceases. God is a
lifetime kind of God. He will always be there. God has
seen it all and is always there. Through all our ups and
downs, God is there.
So, say “Thank You, Lord!” because He is good!
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“Managing Life’s Highs and Lows”
Pastor Kelly M. Smith Jr.
July
Mark 1:9-13
19
Submitted by: Kathy Harrell
No matter who you are, life will deal you some great
highs and some deep lows. Highs and lows are a part
of the character of life; they can last over a few hours,
a few days, or even longer. We must find a way to
manage each of these times in our lives. The passage
of scripture in Mark1:9-13 teaches us that Jesus was no
exception from having, as well as managing, the highs
and lows of His life.

It is important to understand the word ‘Satan’ to
actually mean adversary, so that we do not put our
focus on some character in red with a pitchfork.
‘Satan’ is not just the conflicts we have, or the people
we have issues with, rather, it is anything that we come
up against which has as its purpose to keep us from our
divine purpose.
How can we manage life’s highs and lows?
Point 1-We must manage our testing.
Jesus’ non-verbal countenance of neither affirmation
nor frustration encompassing His baptism experience,
suggest that everyone will go through testing. Testing
of our faith produces perseverance. Managing our
testing often reveals God’s most profound blessings.
Many more lessons are learned from our deep lows,
than from our great highs.
Point 2- We must manage our expectation of God.
We cannot live by certain clichés of God - ‘when
praises go up, blessings come down’. Having the right
perspective of God will help us prevail over the
adversaries that come against us. Our expectation of
God should be to know that God always keeps His
promises. Even in difficult times, we must not forget
our blessings. Regardless of any challenge we may
face, God’s divine purpose for our lives will be done.
Point 3- We must manage our what’s next.
It is sometimes easy to get stuck in the last painful
thing we went through, that incidence that we never
quite got over. Wherever we are in life, there is always
a ‘next’ chapter, so we should always strive to move
forward. We have to manage whatever hardships we
encounter, and we will manage them much better with
Jesus, rather than trying to manage them without Him.

July
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“It’s A New Day”
Pastor Kelly M. Smith Jr.
Isaiah 9:2
Submitted by: Beverly M. Brown

Isaiah 9:1-7 NIV

“GOD WITH US” has its foundation both in theology and
historical facts in these verses. If the God who is
inescapably present in our lives were a demon or a
monster may exist, this affirmation would be one of
endless terror. Even if, he was only implacably just, his
presence would not be a blessing to us unless we were
somehow able to live without mistake, error, or sin at
all times. But the good news is that the God who is
with us is a God who wants to turn our darkness into
light, our conflict into shalom, our loss into abundance,
our despair into joy. When a God like that is with us,
that is good news to all eternity because He is always
with us.
These are the three (3) major points:
1. A new day conquers the darkness. Dealing issues
such as the pandemic creates within and around society’s
social injustices where there is darkness. It is light that is
shown by those who reflect God’s light in darkness via
Jesus Christ in one’s life and the situations of life.
2. A new day gives hope. It is being able to see
possibilities and expectations; even, when the individual
cannot see the light via Jesus Christ. Hope helps us to
push forward with the hope to push forward through the
hope God/Jesus Christ even when it cannot be seen.
Again, God is always present in humankind’s darkest
moments no matter what.
3. A new day that deserves praise. God is constantly on
the job and working on our behalf in the mist of whatever
is happening. Those listening were encouraged based
upon what God has done in our lives. Every day, every
time we were prodded to always give praise for all
blessings afforded each of us through God. God is still on
the throne and we are to give thanks to God for every
new day that is allowed to all of His People. Amen,
Amen, & Amen
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“The Lord is My Peace”
Rev. Joe Ella Darby
August
Judges 6:11-14
2
Submitted by: Deborah Luter
When we hear the word peace, we think that means the
absence of war and strife. Yet, the absence of war, strife
and even distress does not constitute peace at all. And
often times, we find ourselves screaming for peace and
quiet when things around us are chaotic and stressful; but
really, we just want our challenges and storms to end or
go away. In today’s text we see Gideon move from fear to
trust, by way of God’s presence. We don’t have to wait
until the end of a crisis or pandemic to encounter God.
1. We need to have the right perspective about our
situation The Midianites were greatly oppressing the
Israelites by destroying their crops, leaving them
impoverished. The Israelites cried out to the Lord for help
and God called a prophet to remind them of how he
brought them out of Egypt. The text finds Gideon hiding
from his enemy and beating out wheat in the winepress
for fear his enemies would come and destroy the produce
of the land. In one of Gideon’s weakest moments, God
called him a mighty warrior. God saw strength in him
when all he saw was weakness. God doesn’t look at what
we lack; He looks at us through His son Jesus Christ.
2. We need to seek God’s presence
After the Lord held steadfast in reminding Gideon that He
was with him, Gideon desired more of God’s presence
through a sign. He asks God to remain there while he goes
and prepares an offering to bring before him. The Lord
patiently waited for him. Then the Lord spoke peace to
him, telling him not to fear. He was not going to die, but
in actuality, God had given him what he asked for and
more. Often times, we make the mistake of seeking God’s
hand instead of God’s face. When we seek God’s face, we
get God’s hand.
3. Become intimate with God as “our” peace
Gideon built an altar to the Lord and called it The Lord is
Peace. For many, building an altar represented an
experience with God that signified growth and faith in
God. God moved from simply being peace, to becoming
Gideon’s peace. It was through his building of an altar,
creating space in his life for worship that peace became
personal. We will never be able to escape the challenges
of life. There will always be storms to face. But as we
have the right perspective about our situation, pursue
God’s presence, and become intimate with God as our
peace, we too can say, “It is well with my soul.”

“It’s Good To Do Good”
Rev. Dr. LaShante Walker
August
Galatians 6:7-9
9
Submitted by: Adrienne Fancher
Will we stop being good to our neighbors after the
pandemic ends? We hope that the goodness won’t stop.
Paul teaches us that it is good to do good. Paul gives us
examples of how to live with others: how to restore one
another. In medical terms, to “restore” is setting a bone or
joint for proper healing. Therefore, Restoration is Healing.
Practice self-care and love your neighbor as yourself. You
reap what you sow.
1. It’s All About The Seeds You Sow.
There are always consequences to everything you do.
Every choice you make has a correlative result. Reaping
has been symbolic of punishment for bad behavior.
Reaping is not often used for good behavior. We must
have a balanced approach to what sowing and reaping
entails. Don’t focus on the bad seeds: celebrate the good
seeds and reap a good harvest.
2. It’s Time To Make The Right Investment.
If you sow for the Flesh, you reap Destruction. Sow for the
Spirit and reap Eternal Life. The key to yielding a great
return is making the right investment. Wouldn’t it be
amazing if the church community would invest in our
spiritual lives like a hot stock? The time is now! This is the
opportune season! God’s Time is not our time: God is not
on your timetable. Even if the world does not make the
choice to be better, it is up to us to make the world better.
We have to sow good seeds if no one else does. The
emotional toll of the evil in the world impacts our physical
and spiritual being. It’s so difficult not to grow weary
trying to do good.
3. It Won’t Always Be Like This.
Tragedies are commonplace. It is difficult to keep on
doing good. Joy comes in the morning! Don’t become
disconnected, disillusioned, or disenchanted – don’t lose
your joy. Do not worry about the negative forecast that
makes the future look dreary. You are in the right place in
the right season. God was not worried about the
persecution and crucifixion of Jesus because of the Good
Seeds that had been planted before Jesus started his
ministry. The Harvest: Jesus rose with all power!
Be encouraged to keep doing good. The Good Seed
planted in you will reap a harvest!
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First Baptist Church, Capitol Hill is Building, Restoring, and Revitalizing lives through
Jesus Christ.

Our Vision

Love God, Make Disciples, Serve Community
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Looking for a Church Home?
If you are looking for a church home, we encourage you to come and visit us! There are several ways to become
a member of FBCCH.
Baptism - when a person is willing to initially express a belief in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior and is willing
to live one’s life according to His will. Baptism is the symbolic initiation into the Christian faith.
Christian Experience - when a person who has previously been a member of another church chooses to unite with
FBCCH, believing this to be the place for one’s spiritual nurturing. These people have already been baptized and
have committed a faith relationship with Jesus Christ.
Watchcare - when a person wishes to have his or her membership with FBCCH while he or she is temporarily
living in the city.
Associate - when a person who has a membership in another church wishes to have a membership in FBCCH.
Restoration - when a former member chooses to rejoin FBCCH.
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Scheduling Access to Church Buildings
To all groups needing entry and use of the church, sanctuary, and Ennix-Jones Center during the week, please
call the church office at 615-255-8757 in advance of your event. This is to ensure personnel are available to
allow entry and to have a record for security purposes. Your cooperation is highly appreciated.
Please send all electronic correspondence to: fbcch13@gmail.com.

